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Chadron workshop focuses on unique challenges
Due to the proximity of South Dakota and Wyoming, and similarities
in topography and density, residents
of northwestern Nebraska are apt to
identify more closely their neighbors
than the people of eastern Nebraska.
Many in the area travel to attend
meetings in other parts of the state,
often resulting in their either having to
drive over twelve hours for a two-hour
meeting or resulting in their resignations from those committees.
The 14th installment of the
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Regional barriers discussed at Alliance workshop
states instead. Although the region
is in closer proximity to, has similar
landscapes, and share many sustainability issues with their Colorado,
South Dakota, and Wyoming neighbors, citizens continue to need to be
informed about Nebraska programs
and legislation. Participants named
food, energy, land and water as contributions they make that cut across
the intrastate boundaries.
Sandy Scofield, UNL Rural Initiative, talks about rural development resources available
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Communication was found to be

Scofield offers a crash
course in infrastructure
Sandy Scofield, Executive Director
of the UNL Rural Initiative, was
a speaker at our workshops in
Chadron and Alliance. Scofield is
a former state legislator, as well as
Chief of Staff to the Governor and
head of the State Budget Office. She
made a strong case for Nebraskans
to learn more and advocate strongly
for improving infrastructure in their
communities.
“Soon the Legislature will be
reconvening, and the current large
surplus will draw the attention of lots
of well-meaning people with ideas
to spend it,” Scofield said. “When
the economic future is uncertain, it
is a good strategy to spend surplus
funds on one-time programs rather
than those that will create ongoing
demands for tax support. Many
infrastructure projects are one-ime
expenditures. Now is the time to
assess our infrastructure priorities
for the future—statewide, regionally
and locally—and get them on the
Legislature’s list. The more we can
collaborate rather than compete as
communities on these issues, the
more likely we will be able to fund
what we need. Likewise, as more
rural states collaborate and advocate
for federal funding that is good for
rural areas, the chances improve for
obtaining what we need for a viable
future. If we don’t act now, the future
will be very difficult in both rural and
urban Nebraska.”

Leadership, policy dominate Lincoln workshop
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enough,” said W. Cecil Steward, CEO
and President of the Joslyn Institute
for Sustainable Communities, sponsor of the workshop. Community food

Effecting public policy quickly and nimbly is crucial to addressing sustainability issues

systems, he said, are just one enor-
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mous concern. “The latest analysis
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can make change? How can we dem- reach a crisis level. These are characteristics of a sustainability leader,
onstrate the economics of it? Whose
role is it to bring this to a public policy
level?”

noted Mary Ferdig, facilitator.
The group agreed that some of

open to expanded views, risk-taking,
experimentation, understanding complex interdependencies, and expecting change. Read more >

More on infrastructure
The June 14 edition of The New
York Times Magazine had a series
of articles about Infrastructure,
including broadband, bridges,
transportation, and more. Next
time you’re in the library, it’s worth
reading.
In addition, Nebraska
Educational Television has been
running a series called E2, and this
season’s segments have dealt with

Contact Katie Torpy to sign up for our list serve
—402.933-0080 or ktorpy@sustainabledesign.org.

how various cities around the world
are finding new solutions to old
infrastructure problems. Great TV.

